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A fundamental goal of the Air Force personnel system is to ensure that the manpower inventory, by Air Force specialty code and grade, matches requirements. However, there are structural obstacles that impede achieving this goal. To remove one of those obstacles, the authors propose a methodology that would marginally modify grade authorizations within skill levels to make it possible to better achieve manpower targets.
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, Ninety-third Congress, Second Session, on S. 1724 ... Wednesday, October 10, 1973, Tuesday, February 5, 1974, Washington, D.C.
Violations of Free Speech and Assembly and Interference with Rights of Labor
How a Cooperative Model Has Helped Meet that Need
Hearing Held in Chicago, Illinois
Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor, United States Senate, Seventy-fourth Congress, Second Session - [Seventy-sixth Congress, Third Session] Pursuant to S. Res. 266, a Resolution to Investigate Violations of the Right of Free Speech and Assembly and Interference with the Right of Labor to Organize and Bargain Collectively
Hearings Before a Subcommittee, Seventy-fourth Congress, Second Session, on S. Res. 266, a Resolution to Investigate Violations of the Right of Free Speech and Assembly and Interference with the Right of Labor to Organize and Bargain Collectively. April 10-11, 14-17, 21, 23, 1936
The Transportation Barriers of Welfare Recipients and Low Wage Workers
The first seventy-five issues of the newsletter trace the development of AIDS research since 1986 and describe current treatment possibilities
The Bilingual Courts Act
Social Security Amendments of 1967
Federal Fiscal Year ...
Final Report
Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
Seminar Proceedings
hearings before the Subcommittee on Public Assistance of the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, Ninety-fifth Congress, second session ...
This new edition continues to emphasize the use of data envelopment analysis (DEA) to create optimization-based benchmarks within hospitals, physician group practices, health maintenance organizations, nursing homes and other health care delivery organizations. Suitable for graduate students learning DEA applications
in health care as well as for practicing administrators, it is divided into two sections covering methods and applications. Section I considers efficiency evaluations using DEA; returns to scale; weight restricted (multiplier) models; non-oriented or slack-based models, including in this edition two versions of noncontrollable variable models and categorical variable models; longitudinal (panel) evaluations and the effectiveness dimension of performance evaluation. A new chapter then looks at new and advanced models of DEA, including super-efficiency, congestion DEA, network DEA, and dynamic network models. Mathematical
formulations of various DEA models are placed in end-of-chapter appendices. Section II then looks at health care applications within particular settings, chapter-by-chapter, including hospitals, physician practices, nursing homes and health maintenance organizations (HMOs). Other chapters then explore home health
care and home health agencies; dialysis centers, community mental health centers, community-based your services, organ procurement organizations, aging agencies and dental providers; DEA models to evaluate provider performance for specific treatments, including stroke, mechanical ventilation and perioperative
services. A new chapter then examines international-country-based applications of DEA in health care in 16 different countries, along with OECD and multi-country studies. Most of the existing chapters in this section were expanded with recent applications. Included with the book is online access to a learning version
of DEA Solver software, written by Professor Kaoru Tone, which can solve up to 50 DMUs for various DEA models listed in the User’s Guide at the end of the book.
Office of Public Guardian in Alameda County
Final Report ...
Administration's welfare reform proposal
California Transportation Needs Assessment
Air Force Enlisted Force Management
Journal of Public Social Services
Congressional Record

Since the responsibility of detecting and preventing fraud now falls heavily on the accounting profession, the accountant needs this practical and complete tool for dealing with real and potential fraud. Helps accountants develop an investigative eye toward both internal and external
fraud and provides information on how to cope with it when discovered. Preventive measures for avoiding fraud are also discussed. Contains forms, checklists and thoroughly tested material. Updates will include recent cases, new developments and new practice aids.
Violations of Free Speech and Rights of Labor
Hearings, Ninetieth Congress, First Session, on H.R. 12080
Health Care Benchmarking and Performance Evaluation
State Plan for Refugee Assistance and Services
Analysis of the Budget Bill of the State of California for the Fiscal Year ...
A Weekly Bulletin for the Staff of the University of California
Hearing Before the United States Commission on Civil Rights ... Held in Chicago, Illinois
The California Department of Social Services asked RAND to study the state's policy for sanctioning welfare program participants who do not comply with statutory requirements of the welfare-to-work program. Researchers found that sanctions were weak in practice and that caseworkers were reluctant to sanction clients. Making sanction swifter, stronger, and safer are possible
directions for reforming sanction policy and practice.
Reforming Welfare
Report of the Legislative Analyst to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee
Hearing Before the United States Commission on Civil Rights
Improving Interviewing in the AFDC Programs
Sanctions in the CalWORKS Program
ETA Interchange
The Administration of the Office in Cooperation with the Alameda County Welfare Department
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Welfare reform proposals
Alameda County Public Health News
CPER Series
joint hearings before the Welfare Reform Subcommittee of the Committee on Agriculture, Committee on Education and Labor, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. Houseof Representatives, Ninety-fifth Congress, first session, on H.R. 9030...
California Asian Health Issues in the 1990s
Federal Domestic Food Assistance Programs
Oral testimony
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